People displaced by the war in Ukraine eat a meal in St. Basil the Great High School in Ivano-Frankivsk in March. (CNS/Courtesy of the Archeparchy of Ivano-Frankivsk)
The **Sisters of the Order of St. Basil the Great** frame conversations about their life in this western Ukrainian city in terms of "before" and "after the war."

Sr. Yeronima Rybakova, principal of St. Basil the Great Catholic School, which the order operates near a busy city center in Ivano-Frankivsk, said much changed in their community after Feb. 24, 2022, the day Russia invaded Ukraine.

"Before the war," she said in a Sept. 3 interview, a ray of hope had arrived for the sisters and their school community. Teachers and students had returned to in-person classes for the first time since the coronavirus pandemic began in March 2020.

But the hope quickly dimmed "after the war." In-person classes had already closed when Russia's aggression arrived in Ivano-Frankivsk in March: Missiles rocked an airport and military base nearby, which the community of women religious heard and felt.

More than half a year into the conflict, the sisters, like most Ukrainians, don't dwell on the initial shock. There's too much to do to help their fellow Ukrainians.

When refugees from the heavily attacked eastern part of the country arrived in the sisters' city en masse in the first few months of the war, the Basilians scrambled to offer them food, clothes and shelter at the monastery. But the recent advancement of Ukrainian forces, gradually reclaiming many eastern territories that Russia previously invaded, has allowed refugees to return home and the halls where they sought shelter to empty.

Life, however, remains changed for the sisters' community.

Some families who were part of the school — and of the lives of the sisters — fled far, looking for safety in the United States, Canada, Italy. Some of their pupils' fathers, and in some cases their mothers, left Ivano-Frankivsk to fight at the front lines in eastern Ukraine.

As the sisters were busy in early September welcoming students to in-person classes once again, they also were organizing fundraisers, visiting soldiers in nearby hospitals, collecting food and clothes to send to the front lines, and providing comfort and psychological help to pupils trying to grapple with what the war has
brought to and taken from their lives.

"We don't know what will happen next," said Sr. Josifa Lesnichenko, who teaches English at St. Basil.

The sisters have piled sandbags near the windows of the 110-year-old St. Joseph Monastery, where they live, in hopes that if something strikes the building, it will minimize harm from the flying glass to any civilians passing by.

In Ivano-Frankivsk (known as Stanislaviv during Soviet control), the order established the monastery in the early 1900s with an elementary school known as the Institute of Mary as well as a teacher training seminary, says the website of the Holy Trinity Province to which the sisters belong.

Long before Russia's 2022 attack, the Basilian community had experienced difficult periods. Under control of the Soviet Union, Ukrainian Catholics, like many religious groups, faced persecution. The Soviet Union attempted to promote atheism and do away with religion in areas under its control.
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At the beginning of World War II, members of the Basilian community were forced to vacate the monastery, Rybakova said. Some sisters headed home to their families. Others faced torture and death in Russian Siberia, and a few retreated into the invisible ranks of what became the underground Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church.

The church was the "largest structure of social opposition to the Soviet system within the USSR," says the website for St. Sophia Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church in The Colony, Texas, yet "despite relentless persecution, church life continued underground through the work of an elaborate system of clandestine seminaries, monasteries, ministries, parishes and youth groups."

It lasted until 1989, when the Soviet Union began to fall apart. Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev that year met with Pope John Paul II, who brokered a deal with the Kremlin that would bring the church into the open again.

Some of the sisters who survived in the underground church returned to the monastery after the fall of the Soviet Union, when Ukraine became independent. They asked for their old home back, "but it was very difficult, and it took a few years" for the newly formed government to "give us back the building," Rybakova
said through interpretation by Lesnichenko.

Although atheism flourished under the Soviet Union, the Ivano-Frankivsk monastery "had a lot of vocations" when it reopened, Rybakova said.

"Searching for meaning and attracted by higher values of life, young women began to flock to the monasteries," the website for Holy Trinity Province says.

Since then and until the war began earlier this year, the sisters' mission has been education, but they also tend to the elderly and sick and craft clerical clothing for priests among their daily work.

"The main aim of [St. Basil] school is... Christianity and moral education," Rybakova said. But the school also focuses on a classic education, long valued by the area's families and their children.

The sisters also care for the "lonely and needy and do household duties," she added.

Some of the sisters' work focuses on older women who are bedridden and have no one to care for them. The sisters spend time with them, feed them, clean their houses, and make sure a priest comes to hear their confessions and offer Communion.

With the war, the sisters also have been at the forefront of the Ivano-Frankivsk community's spiritual life, leading daily prayer and calls to action, streaming online some of their activities.

"We don't know what [else] to do but only [to] pray with students," Lesnichenko said.

They livestreamed liturgical services as well as the rosary and other prayers during some of the toughest days early in the war. It's a practice that has remained and one that helps their teachers, parents, and students who have left Ivano-Frankivsk but long for home.

"Together, we [have] a common prayer for Ukraine," Rybakova said. "Prayer is our first mission."
It's what gives them strength but also drives them to actively take part in efforts to help their fellow Ukrainians in these dark days, they said.

"We have to do something, not only pray," Rybakova said. "We collected clothes, medicine, food, and different kinds of products for our soldiers. We received humanitarian aid and gave all for the armed forces, for our soldiers."

Their students have followed their example, sending letters and drawings to soldiers trying to prevent the fall of their country.

"In this way, we show our [gratitude] for our soldiers," Rybakova said.

Though the school has been struggling financially, the sisters have enrolled at no charge 10 students who are refugees in the city and another 10 whose parents are fighting in the war. They have expanded their online classes to include former students who had to leave the city and now are in nearby or neighboring countries, such as Poland, Slovakia and Austria. The sisters also are making plans to help the government care for children who have had both parents killed in the war and provide a temporary home for them until a more stable family can be found.

"Every day, we pray for peace in Ukraine and for the victims of war," Rybakova said. "We only know this moment ... we don't know what the next day will look like, only this day, and we pray every time for peace, for our life for Ukraine, and maybe the war will finish."
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